
Creating Work Orders from Reliability Alerts 

We recommend that you’ve read reliability alerts, equipment tasks, and completing work orders first.   

You can issue work orders for an alert made by another person in your company, or you could be 

responding to an alert from Fluid Life’s Reliability Solutions team, or from an alert you’ve just made in 

response to an oil sample result. 

In this example, the alert is already made, so select reliability alerts from the myLab home page. 

 

And go the alert you wish to start a work order for.  Now, click advanced info.  

 

  



And then click the schedule maintenance button. 

 

Here you can add a task.   

 

The task is scheduled to be done one time, you can choose to have it done immediately or wait until the 

next work order this component appears on due to scheduled equipment tasks.   In this example, the 

alert is critical so leave it immediate and click ok. 

 

 

  



This takes you to the alert maintenance screen, with the task you just added shown in the pending 

section.  You can add, edit or remove pending tasks. 

 

You could create a work order right now, putting all pending tasks on regardless of whether they are 

immediate or not. 

 

 

Or you can just save your changes. 

 

When you save with pending immediate tasks, you are given the opportunity to create a work order for 

them. 

 



 

The tasks are now shown as being on work orders.   

 

If you go back to the alert and select advanced info again you can see the work order information is 

displayed.   

 

  



Log that the work order was created in the response field, and save the alert making it ready to 

complete. 

 

If you go back and view the maintenance for the alert, you can view or edit the tasks from here, or you 

can click on the work order number to edit them there and complete the work order. 

 

  



Complete the work order with all tasks successful 

 

The tasks now show as being completed. 

 

  



Now, when you go back to the reliability alerts and select completed, you can see that the alert was 

automatically completed for you.  This is because all of the tasks where completed successfully.  If any 

task was not done, then the alert would remain open and would have to be closed manually. 

 

 


